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1. INTRODUCTION
Sto hr has shown that the zeta function of a singular curve X defined over
a finite field differs from the zeta function of its desingularization X by a
factor which has an interpretation as the characteristic polynomial of the
Cartier operator C acting on the quotient 0=0(O)0(O ), where 0(O) is
the space of regular differentials on X and 0(O ) is the space of regular
differentials on X (see [11, Corollary 4.3]). If XP1 is an Abelian cover of
the projective line with Galois group G, then G itself acts on the space 0
and has a natural decomposition
0= 
/ # G
0/ ,
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where G is the character group of G and for each / # G , 0/ consists of those
elements in 0 which satisfy g } |=/(g) | for all g # G. This suggests a
possible decomposition of the Cartier operator
C= :
/ # G
C/ ,
where C/ is the restriction of C to 0/ . If C/ were well defined, i.e., 0/ is
stable under C/ , then one expects that the characteristic polynomial of C
is the product of the characteristic polynomials of the C/ :
P(t, C)=‘
/
P(t, C/).
In this paper, we have used Sto hr interpretation of P(t, C) as a singular
part of the zeta function of X to define factors L(XP1, t, /) which can be
thought of as L-functions of XP1 associated to each character /. Our main
result is the product decomposition
Z(X, t)= ‘
/ # G
L(XP1, t, /) (see Theorem 4).
The question of whether there is any relation between L(XP1, t, /) and the
characteristic polynomial of C/ or some similar operator is not answered in
this paper. We have calculated several examples and one (Example 2) is
particularly interesting because it shows that the L-function may not be a
rational function.
Section 2 is a summary of the results needed in the following sections. In
Section 3 we calculate the zeta function of two singular curves. In Section
4 we give the definition of L-functions of a singular curve and show that
our definition of L-functions is compatible with the zeta function of a
singular curve. Examples of L-functions are calculated in Section 5.
2. THE ZETA FUNCTIONS OF SINGULAR CURVES
In this section we give some definitions and facts about singular curves.
We use as reference for the results of this section the paper of Sto hr
(see [11]).
Let X be a complete irreducible algebraic curve with constant field k and
let K be the function field of X. Therefore K is a function field in one
variable with field of constant k, i.e., K is a finite algebraic extension of
k(x) for some element x # K, which is transcendental over k and X is the
set [OP]P # X of local k-algebras, properly contained in K with quotient field
K, satisfying the following two conditions:
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1. For almost all P, the local ring OP is a discrete valuation ring.
2. For each discrete valuation ring B of K there is an unique P # X
such that OP B.
Recall that
OP=[z # K | z is a regular function at P]
and O P is the integral closure of OP in K. By a singular point, we understand
a point P for which OP is not a discrete valuation ring. The integer
$P=dim O POP is called the singularity degree of P.
Property 1 means that the number of singular points of X is finite; we
denote this set by Xsing . Property 2 implies that we have a surjective
morphism
?: X  X,
where X is the smooth model of X. Note that ? is a birational morphism.
Recall that the function field of X and X are the same. For each point
P # X, the elements of the fiber ?&1(P) are called the branches of X
centered at P. By the extension theorem of valuation theory, there exists at
least one branch centered at P. Note that the set of branches centered at
P is a finite set.
Definition 1. The zeta function of X is defined to be the Euler product
Z(X, s) := ‘
P # X
(1&q&s deg(P))&1, where R(s)>1.
With the substitution t=q&s, Definition 1 becomes
Z(X, t)= ‘
P # X
(1&tdeg(P))&1.
Therefore, we have the following relation between the zeta function of the
curve X and the zeta function of the curve X :
M(X, t)=
Z(X, t)
Z(X , t)
:= ‘
P # Xsing
>Q | P (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(P)
(1)
(see [11, Sect. 4.]). Note that the degree of P divides the degree of Q when
Q is centered at P; therefore M(X, t) is a monic polynomial in Z[t] and
its zeros are roots of unity.
In the next section we compute the zeta function of two singular curves.
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3. EXAMPLES
In this section we analyze two singular curves over finite fields. In some
of the examples we use the following two results:
1. If X is a singular plane curve of degree d, then its arithmetic genus
is g= 12 (d&1)(d&2) (see [4, Chap. 1.7.2]).
2. If X is a curve that has only ordinary singularities, then P # X $P
is simply the number of these singular points (see [7, Chap. 4.7]).
In the examples below we use the following notation. Let X be an affine
singular curve over Fp . The function field of X is denoted by K(X ). Let X$
be the homogenization of X. Recall that X denotes the smooth model of X.
Example 1. Let X be the curve defined by the equation x2y2+x2+
y2&1=0 over Fp . X has two singular points P1=(1, 0, 0) and
P2=(0, 1, 0). The arithmetic genus of X is 3. K(X )Fp(x) is a Kummer
extension of degree 2 over Fp(x) since y2=(1&x2)(1+x2)&1. The
geometric genus of X is 1 since the P1 and P2 are ordinary singular points
and g= g~ +P # X $P , where g~ is the geometric genus of X .
If p#1 mod 4, then we can write p in the form a2+b2 with a odd and
b even. The zeta function of X$ over Fp is
Z(X$, t)=
(1&2at+ pt2)(1&t)2
(1&t)(1& pt)
,
where if 4 | b, we choose a#1 mod 4 and if 4 |% b, we choose a#&1 mod 4.
The calculation of the zeta function of X$ can be found in [5, Chap. 11.5].
Using Definition 1 we have
Z(X$, t)
Z(X , t)
=\
>Q | P1 (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(P1) + \
>Q$ | P2 (1&t
deg(Q$))
1&tdeg(P2) +=(1&t)2.
If p#3 mod 4, then the zeta function of X$ over Fp is
Z(X$, t)=
(1+ pt2)(1+t)2
(1&t)(1& pt)
.
The calculation of the zeta function of X$ can be found in [5, Chap. 11.5].
Using Definition 1 we have
Z(X, t)
Z(X , t)
=\
>Q | P1(1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(P1) + \
>Q$ | P2 (1&t
deg(Q$))
1&tdeg(P2) +=(1+t)2.
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Example 2. Let X be the curve defined by the equation y2+x4+1=0
over Fp . P=(0, 0, 1) is the only singular point of X$. The arithmetic genus
of X is 3. Using the Hurwitz genus formula, it can be proved that the
geometric genus of X is 1. The function field K(X )Fp(X) is a Kummer
extension of degree 2 since y2=&(x4+1). In [5, Chap. 11.5], they
computed the number of solutions of y2+x4+1=0.
If p#1 mod 4, then the zeta function of X over Fp is
Z(X$, t)=
(1&at+ pt2)(1&t)
(1&t)(1& pt)
,
where a # Z. Using Definition 1 we get
Z(X$, t)
Z(X , t)
=
>Q | P (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(P)
=(1&t).
If p#3 mod 4, then the zeta function of X over Fp is
Z(X$, t)=
(1+ pt2)(1+t)
(1&t)(1& pt)
.
Using Definition 1, we have
Z(X, t)
Z(X , t)
=
>Q | P (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(P)
=(1+t).
4. DEFINITION OF L-FUNCTIONS OVER Fq
In this section we are going to define the L-function for any curve that
is an Abelian covering of the projective line. It is well known that L-func-
tions of nonsingular curves are polynomials. Our definition of L-functions
associated to X consists of a product of a polynomial and a function that
is not necessarily a rational function. Actually, we prove that if the singular
curve defined over a finite field is an Abelian covering of the projective line,
then the zeta function of the singular curve factors as product of L-func-
tions where the factors are not necessarily rational functions.
Let X be a complete curve over a finite field Fq . We are going to assume
that the geometric genus g~ of X is greater than zero. Let K be the function
field of X and let Fq be its field of constants. Let ?: X  X be a morphism,
where X is the smooth model of X and let ?0 : X  P1 be a covering of the
projective line. We assume that ?0 is an Abelian covering of degree n, i.e.,
K is an Abelian extension of Fq(x) of degree n for some x # K. Let G be the
Galois group of the extension KFq(x). Let / be a character of G. Let OP
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be the ring of regular functions at P # X and let O P be the integral closure
of OP in K. We assume that X has at least one singular point. Let P be a
singular point of X and let Q1 , ..., Qm # X be the branches centered at P,
i.e., ?&1(P)=[ Q1 , ..., Qm]. We have the following diagram:
Q1 , } } } Qm O P K O P Q
} }
P OP OP P
} } }
p Op Fq(x) Op p
For each p # P1 we have n= f ( p) g( p) e( p), where f ( p) is the relative
degree of any point of X lying above p, g( p) is the cardinality of ?&10 ( p)
and e( p) is the ramification of p in X . Let D( p) be the decomposition
group of Q; let I( p) be the inertia group of Q, where Q is a branch centered
at P. If p is an unramified point of P1, then FP denotes the Frobenius
automorphism. If p is a ramified point of P1 and /(I( p))=1, then / is
constant in the representative class of Frobenius. (This fact is going to be
used in Definition 3.)
Let
N(P | p)=[_ # D( p) | _(x)#x mod P for every x # OP].
Let f $( p) be equal to card(D(P | p))card(N(P | p)). Note that f $( p) divides
f ( p). For P # Xsing we have two cases: m= g( p) and m{ g( p). If m{ g( p),
then there exists P1 , ..., Pl distinct singular points in X including P such
that g( p)= li=1 |?
&1(Pi)|, where |?&1(Pi)| is the cardinality of ?&1(Pi).
We say P1 , P2 # Xsing are equivalent if P1 and P2 lie above the same point
in P1. This is an equivalence relation on the set Xsing . We will denote the
set of all equivalence classes of Xsing by X sing . If P1 , ..., P l are singular
points of X which lie above p in P1, then they will count as one point with
multiplicity l and we will denote the multiplicity of P | p by l( p).
Now we state the definition of the Artin L-function associated to X and /.
Definition 2. Let X be a non-singular curve defined over Fq and let
?: X  P1 be an Abelian covering of P1, then the L-function of X is given
by
LA(XP1, t, /)= ‘$
p # P1
(1&/(FP) tdeg( p))&1,
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where the prime in the product means that the ramified points of P1 are
excluded.
We note that in the Abelian case this is the definition given by Serre in
[8, Sect. 2]. More importantly this coincides with the definition of L-func-
tions which arises naturally from the point of view of harmonic analysis as
in Tate’s thesis (see [13, p. 133]). Starting with the covering X P1, we let
K (resp. k ) be the function field of X (resp. P1). For each closed point p
in P1 we fix a choice of point P in X above p. Let KP be the completion
of K at P and similarly for kp . The local L-factor at p is defined by
Lp(t, /~ p )={1(1&/~ p(!) tdeg( p))&1
if p is ramified
otherwise,
where /~ =>p /~ p is the local decomposition of the idele character /~ which
by class field theory corresponds to / (! is a local uniformizing parameter
for kp .). The global L-function is then given by
L(X P1, t, /)=‘
p
Lp(t, /~ p).
It satisfies a functional equation of the type
L(X P1, t, /)==(/, t) L(X P1, 1qt, /&1),
where the root number has a local decomposition
=(/, t)=‘
p
=p (/p , t)
and each factor =p(/p , t), representable as a Gauss sum, contains all the
relevant birational information about the ramification properties of /
(see [13, Chap. VII, Sect. 7, Theorem 6]). The geometric situation we wish
to consider requires that we no longer take the local factor at a ramified
point p to be simply Lp(t, /~ p)=1, but rather a new factor whose structure
in the ramified case contains informations about the singularities that lie
above p, information which is not present in the root number. The global
contribution from all the singular L-factors we introduce below have the
merit that they represent the singular part of the zeta function X.
It is well known that Z(X , t)=>/ # G LA(X , t, /). We want a definition of
L-fuctions of a singular curve that is compatible with Z(X, t) and will
satisfy a similar condition to (1), i.e., L(X, t, /)=L(X , t, /) M$(X, t, /),
where M$(X, t, /) depends on the singular points of X. We accomplish this
by expressing M(X, t) as a product of functions where the product runs
over all the characters of G. In the process of expressing M(X, t) as product
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of functions we need to introduce fractions in the exponent of the local
factors involved.
We are now ready to state the new definition of L-function associated to
an Abelian covering of the projective line.
Definition 3. Let X be a singular curve defined over Fq and let
?0 : X  P1 be an Abelian covering of P1, then the L-function of X is given
by
L(XP1, t, /)
=LA(X P1, t, /) ‘
P | p
P # X sing
{ (1&/(Fp) t
deg( p))
(1&/(F f ( p)f $( p)p ) t
deg( p)) (l( p) f $( p))( f ( p) g( p))=
r( p)
,
where LA(X , t, /) is the Artin L-function of X associated to / and Fp is any
representative of the Frobenius equivalence class and
r( p)={10
if /(I( p))=1
otherwise.
Remarks. 1. If P # X sing , P lies above p and p ramifies, then Fp is any
representative of the Frobenius equivalence class. /(Fp) is well defined since
/ is constant in the Frobenius equivalence class, i.e., /(I( p))=1.
2. Note that r( p) depends on /.
3. Note that our definition of the L-function consists of the product
of two functions: the first function is the L-function of the nonsingular
model that encodes all the information of the nonsingular points and the
second function that encodes the information about the singular points of X.
4. If p is unramified and P # Xsing is lying above p, then a local factor
corresponding to p appears in L(X , t) and other local factors correspond-
ing to p can appear in M(X, t) as well.
5. If l( p)=1, r( p)=1 and I( p)=N(P | p) (note that this implies
f ( p)= f $( p)), then
(1&/(Fp) tdeg( p))r( p)
(1&/(F f ( p)f $( p)p ) t
deg( p)) (l( p) f $( p) r( p))( f ( p) g( p))
=(1&/(FP) tdeg( p))1&(1g( p)).
The exponent 1& 1g( p) can be interpreted as a measure of how far is P from
behaving as a non-singular point. If g( p) is small, then P is ‘‘close’’ to
behaving as a non-singular point. Hence, if g( p)=1 we say that P | p
behaves as a non-singular point since the local factor corresponding to P | p
does not appear in M(X, t). This is the case of the Artin Schreier equations.
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The following theorem, which is our principal result, gives the relation
between the L-functions of the singular curve X and the zeta function:
Theorem 4. Let X be a curve over Fq and let ?0 : X  P1 be an Abelian
covering of P1; then with notation as above, we have
Z(X, t)= ‘
/ # G
L(XP1, t, /).
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 4, we are going to factor M(X, t) (see
(1)) into a product of functions where the product runs over all the charac-
ters of G. We can assume that X has at least one singular point since the
theorem 4 is true for non-singular curves. Let P be a singular point of X,
then P lies above a point p # P1. Let Q1 , ..., Qm be the branches centered at
P. We have two cases g( p)=m and g( p){m. First we prove the theorem
when g( p)=m and then the other case will follow easily.
1. If g( p)=m, then we can assume that X has only one singular
point P since the question is local. To simplify the notation let n= gfe and
r=r( p) and let N(P | p)=N. In this case we have
Z(X, t)
Z(X , t)
=
(1&tdeg(Q)) g
1&tdeg(P)
=
>Q | p (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(P)
.
In this case, the L-function becomes
L(XP1, t, /)=L(X P1, t, /)
(1&/(Fp) tdeg( p))r
(1&/(F f f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $r fg
.
We need to prove the following
Z(X, t)= ‘
/ # G
L(XP1, t, /)
=\ ‘/ # G L(X P
1, t, /)
(1&/(Fp) tdeg( p))r
(1&/(F f  f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $rfg+
or equivalently
Z(X, t)
>/ # G L(X P
1, t, /)
= ‘
/ # G
(1&/(Fp) tdeg( p))r
(1&/(F f  f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $rfg
.
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Using the following identity between zeta and L-functions for non-singular
curves
Z(X P1)= ‘
/ # G
L(X P1, /).
We get
Z(X, t)
Z(X , t)
= ‘
/ # G
(1&/(Fp) tdeg( p))r
(1&/(F f  f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $rfg
.
Therefore, we need to prove that the right side of the last equation is equal
to the M(X, t), i.e.,
‘
/ # G
(1&/(Fp) tdeg( p))r
(1&/(Fp) tdeg( p)) f $rfg
=
(1&tdeg(Q)) g
1&tdeg(P)
.
Now, we are going to prove
‘
/ # G
(1&/(Fp) tdeg( p))r=(1&tdeg(Q)) g
and
‘
/ # G
(1&/(F f  f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $rfg=1&tdeg(P).
We consider two cases: p ramifies in K and p does not ramify in K.
A. If p is unramified in K, then we need to prove
‘
/ # G
(1&/(Fp) tdeg( p))
(1&/(F ff $p ) t
deg( p)) f $rfg
=
(1&tdeg(Q)) g
1&tdeg(P)
.
Claim. If p is unramified in K, then
‘
/ # G
(1&/(Fp) tdeg( p))=(1&tdeg(Q)) g, (3)
where Fp is the generator of D( p), i.e., the Frobenius automorphism.
Proof. Note that /(1)=/(F fp)=/
f (Fp)=1, therefore /(Fp) is an f-root
of unity.
Subclaim. There exists / # G such that /(Fp) is an f th primitive root of
unity.
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We prove the subclaim by contradiction. We suppose that there exists an
s such that /s(Fp)=1 for every / # G and 0<s< f. This implies that
/(F sp)=1 for every / # G . Then F
s
p=1. This is a contradiction since the
order of Fp is f. This proves the subclaim.
Let H =[/ # G | /(Fp)=1]=[/ # G | /(D( p))=1]. We can identify the
characters of G trivial on D( p) with GD( p)@ where GD( p)@ is the group of
characters of GD( p). This implies that |H |= g. Let / be the character of
G which satisfies the following: /(Fp) is an f th primitive root of unity. Note
/(Fp)=/(Fp)
for every  # H . We consider H , /H , ..., / f &1H , note that each one is an
equivalence class of G H . Let /i be a representative of the class /iH , then
‘
f &1
i=0
(1&/i (Fp) tdeg( p))=1&t f deg( p)=1&tdeg(Q).
If we repeat the above for all the elements of each equivalence class, we get
‘
 # H
‘
f &1
i=0
(1&/i(Fp) tdeg( p))= ‘
g
j=1
‘
f &1
i=0
(1&/i(Fp) tdeg( p))=(1&tdeg(Q)) g.
This proves the claim.
Claim. If p is unramified, then
1&tdeg(P)= ‘
/ # G
(1&/(F f f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $ fg, (4)
where f $=|D( p)N| and Fp is the Frobenius automorphism. Recall that
deg(P)=deg(OPPOp p)_deg( p). Since D( p)@ is a cyclic group, then we
can write
‘
@/ # D( p)
(1&/(Fp) tdeg( p))= ‘
f
i=1
(1& i (Fp) tdeg( p)),
where (Fp) is an f th root of unity. Note f $ divide f and
deg(P)
deg( p)= f $. We
have that (F f f $p ) is an f $th primitive root of unity. Therefore, we can
substitute Fp by F f f $p in the last equation. We get
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‘
@/ # D( p)
(1&/(F f f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $f = ‘
f
i=1
(1&i (F f f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $f
= ‘
f f $
j=1
‘
f $
i=1
(1&i (F f f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $f
= ‘
f $
i=1
(1&i (F f f $p ) t
deg( p))
=1&t f $deg( p)
=1&tdeg(P).
We can extend > @/ # D( p) (1&/(F
f f $
p ) t
deg( p)) f $f to a product over all G by
setting
‘
@/ # D( p)
(1&/(F f f $p ) t
deg ( p)) f $f = ‘
/ # G
(1&/(F f  f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $fg
since there are g characters trivial on D( p)@ . This proves the claim. If we put
together (3) and (4), we get
Z(X, t)
Z(X , t)
=
(1&tdeg(Q)) g
1&tdeg(P)
= ‘
/ # G
(1&/(Fp) tdeg( p))
(1&/(F f  f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $ fg
.
This proves Theorem 5 when g=m and p is unramified. Note that in the
above proof we did not need to define r( p). For the ramified case, we need
it.
B. If p ramifies in K, we need to prove
‘
/ # G
(1&/(Fp) tdeg( p))r
(1&/(Fp) tdeg( p)) f $rfg
=
(1&tdeg(Q)) g
1&tdeg(P)
.
Claim. If p ramifies in K, then
‘
/ # G
(1&/(Fp) tdeg( p))r=(1&tdeg(Q)) g, (5)
where Fp is a representative of the Frobenius equivalence class and
r={10
if /(I( p))=1
otherwise.
We identify the characters of GD( p) with the characters of G trivial
on D( p). Therefore, there are g characters / of G such that /(D( p))=1.
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/(Fp) is an f th primitive root of unity for some / # G . This was proved in
case A.
Let / be a character of G such that /(Fp) is an f th primitive root of
unity. Then, we have
‘
/(I( p))=1
/ # G
(1&/(Fp) tdeg( p))= ‘
/ # G I( p)
(1&/(Fp) tdeg( p))
= ‘
(D( p)I( p))=1
 # G I( p)
‘
f
i=1
(1&/i (Fp) tdeg( p))
= ‘
(D( p)I( p))=1
 # G I( p)
(1&t f deg( p))
=(1&tdeg(Q)) g.
We can write the above as
(1&tdeg(Q)) g= ‘
/ # G
(1&/(Fp) tdeg( p))r,
where
r={10
if /(I( p))=1
otherwise.
Claim. If p ramifies, then
1&tdeg(P)= ‘
/ # G
(1&/(F f f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $r fg, (6)
where Fp is a representative of the Frobenius conjugacy class and f $=|GN|.
We have
‘
@/ # D( p)
/(I( p))=1
(1&/(Fp) tdeg( p))= ‘
f
i=1
(1&i (Fp) tdeg( p)),
where  # D( p)@ and (Fp) is a primitive f th root of unity. The last
statement is true since D( p)I( p) is a cyclic of order f. Therefore, we can
substitute Fp by F f f $p in the last equation. We get
‘
@/ # D( p)
/(I( p))=1
(1&/(F f f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $f= ‘
f
i=1
(1&i (F f f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $f,
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where (F f f $p ) is a primitive f $th root of unity. Therefore, we have
‘
@/ # D( p)
/(I( p))=1
(1&/(F f f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $f = ‘
ff $
j=1
‘
f $
i=1
(1&(F f f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $f
= ‘
f $
i=1
(1&/(F f f $p ) t
deg( p))
=1&t f $deg( p)
=1&tdeg(P).
This proves the claim. We need to extend the above product to all G . The
next step is to prove the following:
Subclaim.
‘
@/ # D( p)
/(I( p))=1
(1&/(F ff $p ) t
deg( p)) f $f= ‘
/(I( p))=1
/ # G
(1&/(F f  f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $fg
Proof. We have
‘
@/ # D( p)
/(I( p))=1
(1&/(F f f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $fg= ‘
/ # G I( p)
(1&/(F f f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $ fg
= ‘
/(D( p)I( p))=1
/ # G I( p)
‘
f
i=1
(1& i/(F f f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $ fg,
where (Fp) is a primitive f-th root of unity. Then
‘
/(I( p))=1
/ # G
(1&/(F f f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $ fg= ‘
f
i=1
(1&(F f f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $f,
since there are g characters of G trivial on D( p). Therefore, we have proved
that
‘
/(I( p))=1
/ # G
(1&/(F ff $p ) t
deg( p)) f $fg= ‘
@/ # D( p)
/(I( p))=1
(1&/(F f f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $f.
This proves the subclaim. We extend the above product to all G by setting
1&tdeg(P)= ‘
/ # G
(1&/(F f f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $r fg,
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where
r={10
if /(I( p))=1
otherwise.
If we put together (5) and (6) we get
Z(X, t)
Z(X , t)
=
(1&tdeg(Q)) g
1&tdeg(P)
= ‘
/ # G
(1&/(Frp) tdeg( p))r
(1&/(F f f $p ) t
deg( p)) f $r fg
,
where
r={10
if /(I( p))=1
otherwise
This proves B, i.e., p ramifies in K. We have proved Theorem 5 when
g( p)=m.
2. Now, we consider the case g( p){m. Let P1 , ..., Pl be the singular
points lying above p. We can assume that these are the only singular points
of X, since the argument is local. Then |?&1(P1)|+ } } } +|?&1(Pl)|= g( p).
Note that in this case the points P1 , ..., Pl count as 1 with multiplicity l. Let
Q1 , ..., Qm1 , Qm1+1 , ..., Qg( p) be the prime ideals of K lying above p. Let
Qmi&1+1 , ..., Qmi be the prime ideals of O Pi for i=1, ..., l and m0=0,
ml= g( p). Recall that G acts transitively on the ideals of K lying above p.
Claim. |?&1(Pi)|=|?&1(Pj)|
Proof. There exists a _ # G such that _(Pi)=Pj since G acts transitively
on the ideals of K lying above p. It proves the claim since Pi=
Qmi&1+1 } } } Qmi .
Claim. Opi P i&Opj Pj
Proof. Since there exists a _ # G such _(Pi)=Pj , then we can define a
map from
OPi Pi  OPj Pj
by setting
x+Pi [ _(x)+Pj .
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This is an isomorphism since _ is an automorphism of K. In particular, this
implies that deg(Pi)=deg(Pj). Therefore,
Z(X, t)
Z(X , t)
=\
>Q | P1 (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(P1) + } } } \
>Q | Pl (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(Pl ) +
=
>Q | p (1&t
deg(Q))
(1&tdeg(P1)) l
.
We have reduced case two, i.e., g( p){m to the first case, therefore we have
proved Theorem 4. K
In the next section we compute the L-functions associated to the curves
of Examples 1 and 2 of Section 3.
5. EXAMPLES OF L-FUNCTIONS
We continue using the notation of the examples of Section 3.
1. Let X be the curve defined by the equation x2y2+x2+ y2&1=0
over Fp . Recall that the function field K(X)Fq(x) has degree 2. The points
P1=(1, 0, 0) and P2=(0, 1, 0) in X lie above two points p1 and p2 in P1.
Note that p1{ p2 since this contradicts the form of the zeta function.
Therefore g( pi)=|?&1(Pi)| for i=1, 2.
A. (Gauss’ Last Entry). If p#1 mod 4, then by Definition 1 we have
Z(X, t)
Z(X , t)
=\
>Q | P1 (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(P1) +\
>Q | P2 (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(P2) +
=\
>Q | p1 (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(P1) +\
>Q | p2 (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(P2) +
=(1&t)2.
The above implies
>Q | pi (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(Pi)
=1&t for i=1, 2.
Therefore, f ( pi)=1, e( pi)=1 and g( pi)=2 for i=1, 2. This implies that
Fpi=1 for i=1, 2. Let / and 1 be the characters of G. The L-functions
associated to the curve X are the following:
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a. The L-function associated to the non-trivial character / is
L(X, t, /)=L(X , t, /) \
1&/(Fp1) t
(1&/(Fp1) t)
12+\
1&/(Fp2) t
(1&/(Fp2) t)
12+
=L(X , t, /)
1&t
(1&t)12
1&t
(1&t)12
=(1&2a+ pt2)(1&t).
In particular,
v L(X, t, /, p=5)=(1+2t+5t2)(1&t)
v L(X, t, /, p=13)=(1&6t+13t2)(1&t)
v L(X, t, /, p=17)=(1&3t+17t2)(1&t).
b. The L-function associated to the trivial character 1 is
L(X, t, 1)=L(X , t, 1) \ 1&t(1&t)12+\
1&t
(1&t)12+
=L(P1, t, 1)(1&t)
=(1& pt)&1.
We have found a factorization of the zeta function corresponding to Gauss’
Last Entry.
B. If p#3 mod 4, then by Definition 1 we have
Z(X, t)
Z(X , t)
=\
>Q | P1 (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(P1) +\
>Q | P2 (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(P2) +
=\
>Q | p1 (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(P1) +\
>Q | p2 (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(P2) +
=(1+t)2.
This implies
>Q | pi (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(Pi)
=1+t for i=1, 2.
Therefore, f ( pi)=2, e( pi)=1, g( pi)=1 and f $( pi)=1 for i=1, 2. Let / and
1 be the characters of G. The L-functions associated to the curve X are
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a. The L-function associated to the non-trivial character / is
L(X, t, /)=L(X , t, /) \
1&/(Fp1) t
(1&/(F 2p1) t)
12+\
1&/(Fp2) t
(1&/(F 2p2) t)
12+
=L(X , t, /)
1+t
(1&t)12
1+t
(1&t)12
=
(1+t)2(1+ pt2)
1&t
.
b. The L-function associated to the trivial character 1 is
L(X, t, 1)=L(X , t, 1) \ 1&t(1&t)12+\
1&t
(1&t)12+
=L(P1, t, 1)(1&t)
=
1
(1& pt)
.
2. Let X be a curve defined by the equation y2+x4+1=0 over Fp .
Recall that the field extension K(X)Fp(x) has degree 2. The point
P=(0, 1, 0) in X is lying above a point p in P1. This implies g( p)=?&1(P).
A. If p#1 mod 4, then by Definition 1 we have
Z(X, t)
Z(X , t)
=
>Q | P (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(P)
=
>Q | p (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg( p)
=(1&t).
Therefore, f ( p)=1, e( p)=1 and g( p)=2. Let / and 1 be the characters of
the G. The L-functions associated to the curve X are
a. The L-function associated to the non-trivial character / is
L(X, t, /)=L(X , t, /)
(1&/(Fp) t)
(1&/(Fp) t)12
=L(X , t, /)
1&t
(1&t)12
=(1&at+ pt2)(1&t)12.
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This example is particularly striking. Some special cases are:
v L(X, t, p=5, /)=(1&2t+5t2)(1&t)12
v L(X, t, p=13, /)=(1+6t+13t2)(1&t)12
v L(X, t, p=17, /)=(1&2t+17t2)(1&t)12.
b. The L-function associated to the trivial character 1 is
L(X, t, 1)=L(X , t, 1)
1&t
(1&t)12
=L(P1, t, 1)(1&t)12
=
1
(1& pt)(1&t)12
.
The exponent 12 gives a measure of how far is P from behaving as a
non-singular point (see Remark 1).
B. If p#3 mod 4, then by Definition 1 we have
Z(X, t)
Z(X , t)
=
>Q | P (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg(P)
=
>Q | p (1&t
deg(Q))
1&tdeg( p)
=(1+t).
Therefore, f ( p)=2, e( p)=1 and g( p)=1. Let / and 1 be the characters of
the G. The L-functions associated to the curve X are
a. The L-function associated to the non-trivial character / is
L(X, t, /)=L(X , t, /)
(1&/(Fp) t)
(1&/(F 2p) t)
=L(X , t, /)
1+t
(1&t)12
=
(1&at+ pt2)(1+t)
(1&t)12
.
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The L-function associated to the trivial character 1 is
L(X, t, 1)=L(X , t, 1)
1&t
(1&t)12
=L(P1, t, 1)(1&t)12
=
1
(1& pt)(1&t)12
.
In this case f $( p)=1 (N(P | p){I( p)), then remark 1 cannot be used.
The local factor (1+t) corresponds to Q (?(Q)=P) and the local factor
(1&t)12 corresponds to P.
The principal result of this paper (Theorem 4) has applications to the
study of exponential sums defined over singular curves (see [2, Theorem 6]
and [1, Theorem 7]). This line of research will pursued in a future
application.
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